From Wp START, with your back to the village hall, turn L down Rd to centre of village. Turn L past village green on L to Rd on R signposted to Warden’s Way @ Wp1.

Down Rd. When Rd ends go straight on downhill on track into wood to meet river @ Wp2.

Go straight on uphill through wood to Woolaway Bungalow on L @ Wp3.

Turn R along track to Rd. Cross Rd. Go down Rd to Cottage on R @ Wp4.

Fork L uphill on track for 25 mtrs to stile by wood on L. Enter wood & go uphill to track junction @ Wp5.

Continue straight on downhill on wide path to gate by track @ Wp6.

Turn L through wood to corner of wood @ Wp7.

Go R along edge of wood to Rd @ Wp8.

Turn L along Rd until it bends. Path on R signposted Windrush Way @ Wp9.

Keep to hedge on R until path goes to other side of hedge @ gate @ Wp10.

Go straight on uphill through wood to meet river @ Wp2.

Cross Rd. Keep to wall on R & cross 2 shallow gullies. Then straight on to barn on L @ Wp12.

Turn L & keep to fence on R until Windrush Hill Farm on R, then fence switches to L side. Continue on To Rd @ Wp13.

Turn L. As Rd bends L meet path on R @ Wp14.

Follow path down narrow field to river @ Wp15.

Turn L. Follow river at first then aim for wood ahead to meet Rd @ Wp16.

Go L along Rd to “T” junction @ Wp17.

Turn R (disregard signpost) to Xrds @ Wp18. Foxhill B&B is on L.

Turn L Rd to “T” junction & path on L @ Wp19.

Walk down middle of field aiming just L of church. Cross stile @ end of field then drop down to bridge over river by small lake @ Wp20.

Continue on to church on R & Wp START.